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Singularity of cable-driven parallel robot with sagging cables:
preliminary investigation

J-P. Merlet1

Abstract— This paper addresses for the first time the singu-
larity analysis of cable-driven parallel robot (CDPR) with sag-
ging cables using the Irvine model. We present the mathematical
framework of singularity analysis of CDPR using this cable
model. We then show that, besides a cable model representation
singularity, both the inverse and forward kinematics (IK and
FK) have a singularity type, called parallel robot singularity,
which correspond to the singularity of an equivalent parallel
robot with rigid legs. We then show that both the IK and FK
have also full singularities, that are not parallel robot singularity
and are obtained when two of the IK or FK solution branches
intersect. IK singularity will usually lie on the border of the
CDPR workspace. We then exhibit an algorithm that allow
one to prove that a singularity exist in the neighborhood of
a given pose and to estimate its location with an arbitrary
accuracy. Examples are provided for parallel robot, IK and
FK singularities. However we have not been able to determine
examples of combined singularity where both the IK and FK
are singular (besides parallel robot singularity).

Index terms: parallel robot cable-driven parallel robot, sin-
gularity

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider a variant of parallel robots, namely cable-
driven parallel robots (CDPR), in which the rigid legs of
parallel robots are substituted by coilable/uncoilable cables.
Cables are coiled on a winch whose cable output is a fixed
point A, while the cable extremity B is attached to the end-
effector. at point B (figure 1). For CDPR any kinematic
problem involves also cable tensions as cables can exert
only a pulling action so that the name kineto-static is often
used. Consequently kinematic modeling of CDPR is highly
dependent upon the statics modeling of cable. In a vast
majority of works cables are assumed to be ideal i.e. the
cable shape is the straight line between A and B and its
length L0 is independent from the cable tension τ , figure 1.
Some works use an elastic model in which the shape is the
same than for ideal cable but the cable length ρ is linearly
related to the cable tension by ρ = L0+τ/k where L0 is the
length at rest of the cable and k the stiffness of the cable.

In both cases a cable has an influence on the end-effector
iff τ > 0, otherwise the cable is slack and this will occur
if L0 > ||AB||. For a given pose X of the end-effector
there is a linear relationship between the external wrench
F (without loss of generality we will assume that the end-
effector is submitted only to its own weight) that is acting
on the end-effector and the cable tensions:

F = J−T(X)τ (1)
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Fig. 1. A CDPR and various cable model

where J−T is the transpose of the inverse kinematic jacobian,
that is pose dependent. The i − th column of this matrix
is (AiBi/||AiBi||,CBi × AiBi/||AiBi||)T , where C is
the center of mass of the end-effector. Note that J−T is
established by using only non slack cables. A singularity will
occur if J−T is not full rank and consequently a CDPR has
the same singularity than a parallel robot with rigid legs [1]
and there is no other singularity (the force-closure singularity
mentioned in [2], [3] is just a border curve that is not related
a singularity of the equations). The consequence of such a
singularity (loss of control, large tensions) and the singularity
location has been studied in depth for parallel robot [4], [5],
[6], [7].

However for large CDPR the assumption of ideal or elastic
cable will not hold because the cable own mass cannot be
neglected and we have to assume that the cables are sagging.
Very few studies consider cable models that are more realistic
than the ideal cable [8], [9], [10], [11], although they will
radically change the mathematical structure of CDPR mod-
els. To the best of the author knowledge singularity analysis
of CDPR with sagging cables has never been addressed and
this paper presents a preliminary investigation of this topic.

II. CABLE MODEL AND KINEMATICS

Regarding cable there are models developed from civil
and maritime engineering that are more realistic than the
ideal cable model: some of them take into account torsion,
out-of-plane motion [12], [13], the multi-strand nature of
the cable [14] or are specific to synthetic rope [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18]. In this paper we will use the Irvine sagging
cable model that is valid for elastic and deformable cable
with mass [19] and that has been shown to be in very
good agreement with experimental results [20]. Note that as
mentioned by the reviewers attributing this model to Irvine
may possibly be not exact. This model assumes that the



cable lies in a vertical plane and is a 2D model (figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Notation for a sagging cable

In this plane a frame is defined with origin the upper
attachment point of the cable A(0,0) and horizontal and
vertical axis xr, zr. The cable lower attachment point B
has as coordinates (xr ≥ 0, zr < 0). Note that we assume
here that B is always below A (ie. we are considering a
suspended CDPR) but this restriction is not essential. Vertical
and horizontal forces Fz, Fx > 0 are exerted on the cable at
point Bi. For a cable with length at rest L0 the coordinates
of B are given by [19]:

xr = Fx(
L0

EA0
+
sinh−1(Fz)− sinh−1(Fz − µgL0/Fx)

µg
)
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Fz
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−µgL
2
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2
+
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F 2
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where E is the Young modulus, A0 is the cable cross-section
area, and µ is the cable linear density.

We consider a spatial CDPR with n ≥ 3 cables and define
a reference frame (O,x,y, z) with a vertical z axis. For
cable i a rotation around the z axis of angle αi allows one to
transform the coordinates (xi, yi, zi) of AiBi in the reference
frame to its coordinates xri , z

r
i in the cable plane (figure 2).

We have xri = xi cosαi + yi sinαi, z
r
i = zi and the angle

αi must satisfy:

−xi sin(αi) + yi cos(αi) = 0 xri > 0 (3)

If (Fxi > 0, Fzi) are the components of the force that is
applied by the platform on the cable at Bi in its plane, then
the force exerted by the cable on the platform in the reference
frame is Fi

a = (−Fxi
cos(αi),−Fxi

sin(αi),−Fzi). We
assume that the platform is subjected only to gravity which
exert a vertical force F and no torque around the platform
center of mass C. Hence the mechanical equilibrium imposes

j=n∑
j=1

Fj
a + F = 0

j=n∑
j=1

CBi × Fj
a = 0 (4)

We may also provide an alternate form for the kinematic
equations. Let ni be the tangent vector to the cable at Bi
and let τi =

√
F 2
xi

+ F 2
zi . Using the notation of figure 2

we have ni = (cosβi cosαi, cosβi sinαi, sinβi)
T so that

Fxi
= τi cosβi, Fzi = τi sinβi and the Irvine equations may

be written as function of τi, αi, βi, Li0. The force exerted by
cable i on the platform is therefore τini and if τ denotes the
τis array, we have

Jτ = (F ,0)T (5)

where a column of matrix J is (ni,CBi × ni)
T . Note that

this matrix is similar to the matrix that will be obtained for
a parallel robot with rigid legs whose Ai will be located on
the line going through Bi with unit vector ni. This robot
will be called the parallel equivalent robot of the CDPR.

Kinematic analysis will be based on the 2n equations (2)
(denoted EI ), the n equations (3) (denoted Eα) and the 6
equations (4) (denoted Es) for a total of 3n+ 6 constraints
that involves the 4n variables Fxi

, Fzi , L
i
0, αi and the 6 pose

X parameters. An equivalent system in τi, L
i
0, αi, βiX is

obtained using (5) as Es and Fxi=τi cosβi, Fzi=τi sinβi.
We define the actuation lengths array Θa = {Li0} of dimen-
sion n, the auxiliary variable array Θp = {Fxi

, Fzi , αi} (or
{τi, βi, αi}) of dimension 3n, while W will be the twist of
the platform. The array Θp may be split in 3 n dimensional
arrays Θp1 = {Fxi} (or {τi}), Θp2 = {Fzi} (or {βi}) and
Θp3 = {αi}. Differentiating the constraints and rearranging
them in order to use the relationship between Ẋ and W
allows one to establish the kinetic relationship:

AΘ̇a + BW + CΘ̇p = 0 (6)

where A is a (3n+ 6)× n matrix, B is (3n+ 6)× 6 and C

is (3n+ 6)× 3n. These matrices may be written as:

A =

(
A′

0n+6×n

)
B =

 B1
B2

06×6

 C =

 C1 C2 C3
0n×2n Cα1
Cs1 Cs2 Cs3


where A′ = ∂EI/∂L0 is 2n× n, B1 = ∂EI/∂W is 2n× 6,
B2 = ∂Eα/∂W is n× 6.

Matrix C1=∂EI/∂Θp1 is 2n×n, C2=∂EI/∂Θp2 is 2n×n,
C3 = ∂EI/∂Θp3 is 2n × n and Cα1 = ∂Eα/∂α is n × n.
We have also Csi = ∂Es/∂Θpi, all these matrices being
of dimension 6 × n. Note that if Θp = {τi, βi, αi}, then
Cs1=J is the matrix constituted of the Plücker vectors of
the lines associated to the cable tangent at Bi, while Cs2 and
Cs3 are constituted of the non normalized Plücker vectors of
lines going through Bi, that are perpendicular to the cable
tangents. Furthermore a line of Cs2 is perpendicular to its
corresponding line in Cs3. It must also be noted that the rank
of Cs3 is always lover than 6 as |Cs3|=0. If Θp={Fxi

, Fzi , , αi}
let V denotes the matrix

(
Cs1 Cs2

)
and U the 2n × n

matrix whose elements of the i-th column are 0 except for
U[2i−1, i] = cosβi and U[2i, i] = sinβi. The rank of U is
always n and we have VU = J so that the rank of V is
equal to the rank of J.

In this paper we will first consider the singularity for
the inverse kinematics (IK): the pose X is known (and
consequently the angles αi can be calculated), while the
Fxi

, Fzi , L
i
0 (or equivalently τi, βi, L

i
0) are unknown. We

have 2n+ 6 equations (2, 4) for 3n unknowns.



We will then consider the forward kinematics (FK): the
lengths Li0 are known, while X, Fxi , Fzi , αi are unknown.
We have 3n+ 6 equations (2,3 4) for 3n+ 6 unknowns.

III. INVERSE KINEMATICS SINGULARITY

As seen in the previous section the IK equation system may
be written as FIK(Li0, Fxi , Fzi)=0 (or FIK(Li0, τi, βi)=0)
as αi has a fixed value. A singularity will be obtained when
the jacobian JIK of this system (which is of dimension (2n+
6)×3n) is not full rank. If n < 6 the IK is overconstrained,
unless we let 6−n pose parameters be free in which case the
system becomes square. If n = 6 the IK is a square system,
while if n > 6 the system is underconstrained. We already
know that for n = 6 the IK may have multiple solutions [21].
Using equation (6) we get

JIK =

(
A′ C1 C2

06×n Cs1 Cs2

)
The matrix JIK may be singular in three cases:
• IK Irvine singularity: when Fxi

=0 we have a singularity
of the Irvine equations. This is however a removable
singularity [22] as Fxxr → 0 when Fx → 0. We can
redefine xr in such a way that the Irvine equations will
be regular: here we will define xr(Fx = 0) = 0 for that
purpose as 0 is the limit of xr when Fx goes to 0.

• IK parallel robot singularity: when J is singular which
correspond to a singularity of the parallel equivalent
robot. Here the mechanical equilibrium equation system
is not full rank and we may have an infinitesimal motion
of the platform without any change in the L0

• IK full singularity: if J is not singular and two (or more)
solution branches of the IK meet. In that case there are
directions for the platform twist that have no solution
in terms of actuation velocities. Usually these poses lie
on the border of the CDPR workspace.

A. Examples

Our purpose is to show that IK parallel robot and full
singularity may exist.

1) IK parallel robot singularity: We consider a 6-cables
CDPR where the Ai, Bi are equally distributed on circles of
different radii with centers CA, CB and we assume that the
circle with the Ai is horizontal. Then we place the platform
in a pose so that the platform circle is horizontal and the
centers CA, CB lie on the same vertical line V . In that
configuration because of the symmetry an IK solution is
obtained with the same tension in each cable and the tangents
of the cables at Bi all intersect the same point on V , leading
to a singularity of J [23]. The J matrix is 6×6 buts is rank is
only 3 leading to a rank of 15 for the matrix JIK instead of
18: this is a typical example of IK parallel robot singularity.

2) IK full singularity: We consider as example our large
scale robot MARIONET-CRANE [24], one of the largest
CDPR ever deployed. This robot is a suspended CDPR with
6 cables, whose Ai, Bi coordinates are given in table I (in cm
for clarity but meters are used for the calculation). The IK
jacobian JIK of this CDPR is a square matrix of dimension

xA yA zA xA yA zA

-325.9 -47.5 882.6 942.1 -348.2 1155.5
953.8 379.7 1153.3 557.0 2041.4 870.4
-250.5 1681.0 864.9 -334.2 942.1 878.8

xB yB zB xB yB zB

-10 -93 -3 10 -93 -3
27 50 -7 27 50 -7
-27 50 -7 -27 50 -7

TABLE I
COORDINATES OF THE Ai AND Bi POINTS ON THE BASE AND ON THE

PLATFORM (UNIT: CM, ORDERED BY ROW))

18 × 18. A pose of this robot is defined by the coordinates
xg, yg, zg of the platform center of mass and by the rotation
matrix R between the mobile and reference frames. To find
an IK full singularity we have considered the pose with
coordinates in meters xg = 1.196, yg = 11.83, zg = 2 and
R = I3. At this pose we have 2 IK solutions X1,X2, that
have been calculated using the algorithm described in [21].
Starting from this pose we increase xg by a small increment
ε so that we may use the Newton scheme to compute the
IK solutions at the new pose using as initial guess X1 and
then X2. The increment ε is chosen so that the Kantorovitch
theorem ensures that that there is a single solution of the
new IK system in the neighborhood of the initial guess and
that this solution is guaranteed to be found by the Newton
scheme [25]. We have implemented in the Maple interface
of our ALIAS library a Newton scheme that allows one to
compute the root of an arbitrary system with an arbitrary
accuracy (we specify the desired number of digits m and we
guarantee that the m-th digit of the provided estimation of
the solution does not differ from the corresponding digit of
the exact root by more than ± 1).

If the Kantorovitch conditions hold for the IK system, then
the Newton scheme will converge and we have established
the IK solutions for the new xg and we repeat the process. If
the conditions do not hold, then we divide ε by 2 and repeat
the process unless ε is lower than a fixed threshold (typically
1e-40). If the Newton scheme does not converge for this ε,
then we may suspect that we are close to a singularity but
1) we still have to prove that we are close to a singularity,
2) we have to determine exactly the location singular pose
and 3) we have to determine the singularity type.

For proving that there is a singularity and for finding its
location we will consider the 24 equations system G (equa-
tions 2, 3 and 4) where we let xg and the α be unknowns
so that we have 25 unknowns. We also add as additional
constraints |JIK|=0 to construct a system G1 which is square.
Note that JIK has been established by assuming that xg, α
where known. We may however remove this assumption
and establish this matrix as a function of Fx, Fz, L0, xg, α.
Finding the root of G1 will provide the xg of the singularity.
As we have already got a good approximation of this root
we may use the Newton scheme to calculate the root. The
problem is that the determinant of the 18 × 18 JIK cannot
be computed in closed-form, while we require its derivatives



with respect to the 25 unknowns. However this not a problem
as one of the derivative of this determinant is the sum of the
determinants of 18 matrices that are obtained by substituting
in turn each row of the jabobian by the derivatives of the
elements of this row with respect to the variable. Using this
approach we have determined that the singularity was located
at xg = 1.1989510436242703461 with |JIK| < 1e − 200,
while the |J| = 0.08538, which show that we have indeed
an IK full singularity and not a parallel robot singularity.
Note that at the singularity we have the lowest Fx equal
to 1.1115666. Figure 3 shows the determinant of JIK for
the two IK branches obtained by following the branches
starting from X1, X2 and the determinant of J which is
clearly not 0 at the singularity. Figure 4 shows the value

Fig. 3. On the left the determinant of JIK for the two IK branches that
meet at the singularity. On the right the determinant of J which is not 0 at
the singularity.

of L1
0 for the two IK branches: we see clearly that these

two branches meet at the singularity. This figure also shows
a detail of the workspace when the cable length values are
limited to 25 (obtained with the algorithm described in [26]):
the workspace borders corresponding to the 2 different IK
solutions are either due to the cable length limitation or is
the singular curve (denoted sing) on the figure. This curve
includes the singular pose we have obtained. Under this curve
the IK has two distinct solutions, while the IK has no solution
over the curve.

Fig. 4. The value of L1
0 for the two IK branches which meet at the

singularity. On the right a detail of the cross-section of the workspace.

IV. FORWARD KINEMATICS SINGULARITY

As seen previously the FK may be written as a square
system of 3n + 6 equations FFK(X, Fxi , Fzi , αi) = 0

or equivalently FFK(X, τi, αi, βi) = 0. We already know
that this system may have multiple solutions [27]. Using
equation (6) the jacobian matrix JFK of this system may
be written as:

JFK =

 B1 C1 C2 C3
B2 0n×2n Cα1

06×6 Cs1 Cs2 Cs3

 (7)

We may classify the direct kinematics singularities in the
same way than for the inverse kinematics with the Irvine
singularity and FK parallel robot singularity. Indeed if we
consider the matrix constituted of the last 6 rows of JFK

as Cs3 has rank at most 5, then the rank of this matrix is at
most the rank of J. Consequently if J is singular then so will
be JFK. Now it remains to prove that full FK singularity, at
which 2 FK solution branches meet, may exist as, to the best
of the author knowledge, such a singularity has never been
exhibited. We will prove their existence on an example.

A. Full FK singularity examples

For this example we use the 8-cables CDPR COGIRO
that has been developed by LIRMM and Tecnalia [28]. This
robot is a suspended CDPR (i.e. there is no cable pulling the
platform downward) with 8 cables, whose Ai, Bi coordinates
are given in table II. We have exhibited in [27] an example

xA yA zA xA yA zA

-7.175 -5.244 5.462 -7.316 -5.1 5.47
-7.3 5.2 5.476 -7.161 5.3 5.485

7.182 5.3 5.488 7.323 5.2 5.499
7.3 -5.1 5.489 7.161 -5.27 5.497

xB yB zB xB yB zB

0.5 -0.492 0 -0.5 0.35 0.997
-0.5032 -0.2699 0 -0.50321 0.49283 0
0.4960 0.35562 0.99954 0.49964 -0.34028 0.99918
0.5020 0.2749 -0.00062 -0.50454 -0.34629 0.99752

TABLE II
COORDINATES OF THE Ai, Bi POINTS (IN METERS) OF COGIRO

with 50 FK solutions using the length L0 that correspond to
the IK solution for the pose (1,0,2) with a rotation matrix
equal to the identity. To investigate possible singularity we
have decided to examine what will happen if we reduce the
cable length L1

0, that is initially 10.48214993, while keeping
constant the other lengths. We have considered each of the
50 FK solutions and decreased the length L1

0 incrementally
using a continuation scheme to solve the FK at each step.
Each step increment ε is determined using the Kantorovitch
theorem to ensure that we stay on the same kinematic branch.
For a given FK the process is stopped either if L1

0 < 0.1 or
if the Newton scheme does not converge even for ε = 1e-40.

As for the IK the non convergence of the Newton scheme
only give a (good) indication of the closeness to a singularity
and an estimation X̂s of it location Xs. To refine this estima-
tion of this location we proceed as for the IK. We consider
an augmented system with L1

0 as additional unknown and
|JFK| = 0 as additional constraint and we then use the
Newton scheme to solve the augmented system, using X̂s



as initial guess. To further confirm that in the close vicinity
of X̂s there is indeed a root of the augmented system, we
may again use the Kantorovitch theorem. However using this
theorem implies to be able to calculate an upper bound of the
norm of the Hessian matrix when the unknowns have interval
values. Although this is possible, we cannot explain this
process in this paper for lack of space. However the results
that will be presented in this section have been obtained using
this certification process.

Table IV gives, for each of the 50 FK solutions, the value
of L1

0 at which the process has stopped, the value of the
determinant of JFK and of J at this pose. The continuation
process has stopped because L1

0 < 0.1 for the two solutions
(9, 12), while for the 48 other solutions it stops because of
the non convergence of the Newton scheme.

Among these 48 kinematic branches, 7 pairs ends up at
the same platform pose: 3-16, 10-15, 17-18, 24-50, 28-46,
37-41, 38-45 and therefore at these poses we have indeed
a full FK singularity. For the remaining 34 singularities we
notice that |J| is not 0 so that we don’t have parallel robot
singularity. A check of the jacobian of the IK system for
these 34 poses shows that they all have full rank although the
condition number of JIK may be quite large (see table III).
As may be seen in this table for many of these 34 FK
solutions we have cables that are almost horizontal with
very large Fx. For example figure 5 shows the singularity
2, while figure 6 shows the condition number of JIK as
a function of L1

0 for this singularity. In this configuration
we have 4 extremely taught cables while the 4 others are
sagging. As the IK is not singular for this 34 configurations

sol c Fm
x sol c Fm

x sol c Fm
x

1 1.51e7 5.73e6 2 4.62e4 1.00e4 3 6.74e2 1.44e2
4 1.31e7 5.75e6 5 6.24e4 9.99e3 6 2.83e6 6.63e5
7 9.31e5 3.79e5 8 1.11e5 3.02e4 10 4.51e2 1.16e2
11 2.41e3 6.08e2 13 1.53e6 3.85e5 14 2.86e6 6.65e5
15 4.51e2 1.16e2 16 6.74e2 1.44e2 17 7.48e5 1.14e5
18 7.48e5 1.14e5 19 7.28e4 2.55e4 20 9.63e4 3.02e4
21 2.51e5 2.56e4 22 1.18e3 2.41e2 23 2.85e5 3.72e4
24 2.46e3 7.25e2 25 2.12e5 5.22e4 26 2.20e5 3.41e4
27 9.09e7 1.48e7 28 4.86e5 3.30e4 29 7.75e7 1.51e7
30 3.96e6 3.79e5 31 4.06e5 8.84e4 32 2.16e5 6.09e4
33 3.87e3 9.17e2 34 4.16e6 7.81e5 35 4.02e5 9.22e4
36 1.21e3 4.42e2 37 1.55e6 7.78e5 38 1.86e3 3.95e2
39 1.63e6 3.85e5 40 3.83e3 7.79e2 41 1.55e6 7.78e5
42 2.70e6 1.14e5 43 1.53e3 2.78e2 44 1.76e3 3.78e2
45 1.86e3 3.95e2 46 4.86e5 3.30e4 47 3.85e3 4.84e2
48 2.12e3 5.55e2 49 8.00e2 2.86e2 50 2.46e3 7.25e2

TABLE III
THE CONDITION NUMBER c OF JIK AND THE MAXIMAL Fx FOR ALL FK

SINGULARITIES

we have not a FK combined singularity where both the IK
and FK are singular. Consequently we may suspect that
there is another FK branch that will lead to the same FK
solution. To confirm this hypothesis we consider the FK
system with solution X̂s and perturb randomly all the set
Ls0 of L0 at the singular configuration by a small amount
(typically less than 0.01mm) to get a new set of lengths Ln0 .

We then use the Newton scheme with X̂s as initial guess for
solving the new FK system. If the scheme converge, then
we have the starting point Xn of a new FK branch. We
then consider the FK problems FK(ε) where we set the L0

to Ln0 + ε(Ls0 − Ln0 ). Starting from ε = 0 (FK(0) has as
solution Xn) we use a continuation scheme to solve FK(ε),
increasing ε by incremental step (whose size is determined by
the Kantorovitch theorem). For all 34 configurations FK(ε)
becomes singular when ε comes close to 1. This proves that
all these configurations are singular because at least two FK
solution branches meet at the singular pose.

Fig. 5. The CDPR at the FK singular configuration 2: perspective and side
view

Fig. 6. The condition number (CN) of JIK as a function of L1
0 leading

to the FK singular configuration 2 when L1
0 decreases

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown in this paper that CDPR with sagging
cables may have different singularities. A difference with
classical parallel robots is that the IK and FK share the
singularities of a classical parallel robot that is derived from
the geometry of the CDPR (while for classical robot the IK
is never singular except if the leg length is 0). Then we have
IK and DK singularities that correspond to the intersection of
two solution branches. For such IK singularity the pose will
usually lie on the border of the workspace. Examples of all
these singularities have been shown. After this preliminary
classification still a lot of issues remains to be studied:



sol L1
0 |JFK| |J| sol L1

0 |JFK| |J|
1 3.25 1.5e-103 7.84e-07 2 8.59 4.4e-96 1.15e-03
3 9.60 -9.3e-91 8.71e-03 4 3.24 8.0e-103 2.75e-06
5 8.59 1.1e-95 5.32e-04 6 8.89 7.3e-95 7.53e-06
7 8.99 1.3e-94 1.90e-06 8 9.08 -5.3e-90 2.62e-04
9 - - - 10 10.23 1.4e-88 7.45e-02

11 9.52 1.7e-89 1.10e-04 12 - - -
13 8.99 -2.5e-97 3.53e-06 14 8.88 -5.8e-96 2.04e-05
15 10.23 1.4e-88 7.45e-02 16 9.60 -9.3e-91 8.71e-03
17 8.50 -3.3e-105 3.05e-07 18 8.50 -3.3e-105 3.05e-07
19 9.74 1.1e-88 1.36e-04 20 9.07 -2.2e-87 1.36e-05
21 9.73 -9.4e-90 1.01e-04 22 8.98 1.6e-91 1.53e-02
23 10.11 -5.0e-96 3.16e-05 24 9.35 1.1e-89 2.82e-04
25 8.60 -9.4e-103 1.42e-06 26 10.11 4.6e-97 1.01e-04
27 0.84 -3.0e-103 5.18e-07 28 8.69 2.5e-102 5.22e-04
29 0.80 -1.5e-103 1.87e-06 30 8.99 1.2e-94 1.66e-06
31 10.17 -4.4e-90 7.98e-07 32 8.92 1.2e-94 1.06e-04
33 10.22 7.2e-89 9.19e-05 34 8.78 1.1e-99 2.36e-05
35 10.16 -1.7e-90 5.28e-06 36 10.19 1.4e-90 2.82e-02
37 8.79 -1.8e-99 9.77e-07 38 9.29 -3.0e-93 2.62e-02
39 9.00 1.1e-95 1.11e-04 40 10.44 1.1e-88 1.04e-03
41 8.79 -1.8e-99 9.77e-07 42 8.50 -4.0e-105 7.60e-07
43 9.74 -8.8e-90 2.25e-02 44 10.35 2.8e-89 3.29e-05
45 9.29 -3.0e-93 2.62e-02 46 8.69 2.5e-102 5.22e-04
47 10.01 -2.7e-90 2.72e-03 48 9.67 -2.1e-90 1.49e-03
49 10.29 -2.9e-90 4.25e-03 50 9.35 1.1e-89 2.82e-04

TABLE IV
THE VALUE OF THE DETERMINANT OF THE JACOBIAN OF THE FK AND

THE VALUE OF THE CLASSICAL DETERMINANT

• finding singularity curves in a plane: it seems to be
difficult to determine a closed-form or parametric form
for planar singularity curves while these curves are the
border of workspace aspects and are therefore crucial. A
strategy have been proposed to numerically approximate
these curves [26] but it is computer intensive

• motion planning: find a strategy to move from one IK
solution to another one without crossing a singularity

• workspace: find the largest singularity free workspace of
a CDPR or check that a given workspace is singularity-
free

• design: determine the influence of the CDPR geometry
on the singularity

• investigate if there may be combined singularity where
both IK and FK are singular, besides parallel robot
singularity
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